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Abstract—Modern smart factories, as envisioned by industry
4.0, are highly digitized, connected, and agile systems that
monitor, control, and optimize the factory’s efficiency and pro-
ductivity by processing continuous data streams. Connectivity
on the factory floor lays the foundation for these smart factories
and, consequently, has a significant impact on the productivity
of the whole system. Consequently, the factors influencing the
dependability of a communication system need to be known and
leveraged best to ensure the availability, reliability, maintainabil-
ity, integrity, and safety of the system.

In this paper, we focus on an analysis of Fifth-Generation (5G)
campus networks and their dependability as prominent candi-
dates for wireless connectivity in smart factories. We first provide
an overview of modern smart factories and discuss the utilization
of 5G networks in this context, followed by relevant background
information on system dependability. We then discuss key factors
influencing dependability in 5G campus networks and their
architecture. Finally, we discuss open research challenges to
enable 5G networks in various industrial applications.

Index Terms—Smart factory, Industry 4.0, 5G, Dependability

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern smart factories represent highly digitized, cloud-
connected, and agile systems that process continuous data
streams to monitor, control, and improve the efficiency and
productivity of the factory [1]. Smart factories are considered
to be one of the most important aspects of the fourth industrial
revolution (industry 4.0) [2], [3]. In industry 4.0, the underly-
ing idea is that most components (like production machines or
conveyor belts) are interconnected and able to exchange data in
real-time, which facilitates efficient manufacturing and enables
complex production processes. While the communication may
be controlled centrally, the interaction between the different
system components in the smart factory is decentralized by
nature. This decentralized interaction between the components
is considered to be a huge paradigm shift from the conven-
tional fully centralized model [4]. In this paradigm, sensors are
spread across the factory and continuously collect data from
the production lines. Smart machines, robot arms, conveyor
belts, inventories, and logistic vehicles can communicate with
each other and have access to the data provided by the sensors.

To fully realize the industry 4.0 vision, communication
needs to meet the requirements of the respective industrial use
cases, e.g., real-time constraints, bandwidth demands, avail-
ability and reliability, and support of fixed and mobile entities.
In this paper, we focus on 5G systems as one candidate tech-
nology, especially for mobile entities and environments where
utilizing wired connections might lead to an increased chance
of failure [5]. 5G, especially with 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) releases 16 and 17, includes several technical
enablers for low-latency and high-reliability communication,
often referred to with the term Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency
Communications (uRLLC), that specifically aim to address
requirements from industrial use cases [6], [7]. In contrast
to that, earlier generations of mobile networks, i.e., Third-
Generation (3G) and Fourth-Generation (4G) mobile networks
still in use today, focus on human-to-human communications
and on human content consumption, generating large packets
and a need for transmission of those packets with relatively
high data transfer rates. While being suitable also for a number
of industrial use cases, especially when it comes to outdoor
coverage, 3G and 4G mobile networks do not address URLLC-
related use cases [8].

In addition to supporting the respective performance re-
quirements, 5G networks can operate as campus networks for
industrial applications. This can be achieved either through
dedicated local network infrastructure and spectrum, where
available, or through means of virtualization and slicing within
an operator’s network. Combined with local or edge-based
processing, this enables lower latency and potentially higher
data rate, while at the same time allowing sensitive data
to remain on-premise [9]. Of course, these options for the
realization and placement of functional components of the
5G system and the resulting data and control flows have an
impact on the dependability of the communication system.
It is of tremendous importance to understand this impact on
dependability within the respective industrial scenario.

The term dependability refers to the measure of the reliance
that can be placed on the service delivered by a system, in our
case, the network. Thus, it considers different attributes like
reliability, availability, safety, maintainability, and integrity.
In particular, the main contributions of this work can be
summarized as follows:978-1-5386-5541-2/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE
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• We highlight 5G network utilization approaches in mod-
ern smart factories.

• We discuss the critical factors influencing dependability
in 5G campus networks.

• We derive open research challenges to enable 5G net-
works in various industrial applications, including smart
factories.

The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows: In Section
III, we provide background information on system depend-
ability, followed by 5G networks and the 5G campus network
architecture. In Sections V, VI, and VII, we highlight several
research approaches to improve the 5G networks’ dependabil-
ity in diverse industrial applications before we conclude the
paper.

II. SYSTEM DEPENDABILITY

The term dependability is used to describe the trust that can
justifiably be placed in the service delivered by a system [10].
It describes the ability of a system to consistently deliver a
service. Next to security and performance, dependability is one
of three components of the trustworthiness of a system [11].
Dependability is still of high importance for current systems,
in particular, where temporary failures are undesirable or
can cause huge damage. In the following, we highlight the
attributes of dependability, possible threats to dependability,
and the means to handle these threats.

A. Dependability Attributes

Five attributes are often used to assess the dependability of
a system: reliability, availability, safety, maintainability, and
integrity [10], [12]. The first two attributes are often assigned
a prominent role in the literature, while the others received
less attention.

a) Reliability: Reliability describes the continuity of
service and is declared as the probability that a system will
invariably deliver the required service for a given time. In
general, it is essential for applications that require continu-
ous service over certain periods, such as teleconferencing or
control applications.

b) Availability: The availability and reliability of a sys-
tem are strongly related. This attribute is defined by the
probability that a system is operational at a random point in
time. In other words, availability is measured by the ratio of
up-time to the total lifetime of the system. High availability
is crucial for services that must be reachable most of the
time. However, failures in communication systems cannot be
prevented entirely.

c) Maintainability: Maintainability comprises two as-
pects: (i) In the case of a fault or failure, it describes the
system’s ability to be repaired quickly. (ii) In the non-failure
case, maintainability also deals with system evolution, such
as software updates or component replacement. Especially the
last point is essential to ensure the safe operation of the system
and prevent failures while manipulating the system.

d) Integrity: Integrity deals with preventing unauthorized
manipulation of the system. Up-to-date software and hardware
can help improve the integrity of a system. Preventing unau-
thorized manipulation is essential for a safe system.

e) Safety: Safety shifts the focus towards the prevention
of catastrophic failures [13], such as the loss of human life or
high property values. They should be prevented at all costs.

B. Threats

In addition to the attributes, possible threats play an essential
role in analyzing dependability. Dependability threats can
negatively affect the before-mentioned attributes. They include
faults and errors, including cascading faults and errors [14].

Faults describe weaknesses in a system that can cause errors
and include, for example, software bugs or insufficient defense
mechanisms against external disturbances. Certain events can
lead to these faults. Activated faults may cause errors, defined
as deviations of one or more observable values from the correct
value specified for them. Weaknesses and errors by themselves
are not an issue for the use of a system as a whole and may
remain undetected for long periods. As soon as the service
provided by a system deviates from the desired expectation
or specification, the system fails, leading to an interruption or
limitation of the provided service.

C. Means

Understanding the threats and their relationship to the
system under consideration is fundamental to analyzing pos-
sible means of building dependable systems. These means
describe various techniques that can be used to increase the
dependability of a system [10].

One mean to achieve this is to prevent faults, which is
done by appropriate quality control techniques. Those include
both the design and manufacturing of a system. Systems will
never be able to avoid all faults from the outset.

As faults can never be prevented completely, fault tolerance
is important, i.e., the ability of a system to tolerate a certain
threshold of faults without failures occurring. One possibility
for fault tolerance is the redundancy of essential components.

As fault tolerance has its limits, the third mean is the
treatment of active faults. Active faults must be detected,
diagnosed and corrected. Fault removal is thus important
during the development time and the lifetime of a system.

The fourth mean is the prediction of relevant faults for
the system and possibly resulting errors and failures. This last
mean enables the design of targeted countermeasures, even
before the fault occurs.

III. 5G ARCHITECTURE

Every 5G network can be divided into two main parts:
the Radio Access Network (RAN) and the core network (see
Figure 1). There are two ways to realize current 5G networks:
(a) Non-standalone, (b) Standalone. Non-standalone 5G net-
works build upon existing Long Term Evolution (LTE) net-
works for authentication and managing users, a so-called “an-
chor cell”. To enable 5G non-standalone, a second connection
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the main components of 5G networks at high level,
together with additional components for 5G campus networks. (a) When
connecting the RAN with the LTE-Core, this forms a non-Standalone 5G
network. (b) When connecting the RAN with the 5G-Core, a 5G standalone
network is formed.

is established between the User Equipment (UE), 5G-RAN and
LTE-Core, providing higher total bandwidth for 5G-enabled
UEs, but with limited functionality and performance compared
to standalone networks. On the other hand, standalone 5G
networks work without LTE anchor cells and provide all 5G
network capabilities and services (e.g., end-to-end slicing).
This can be achieved by directly connecting the RAN with
the 5G-core.

As 5G networks are built upon the concept of Software
Defined Networking (SDN), each 5G network can be split into
two main components: the control plane and the data plane (or
user plane).

In the following, we first provide details about both RAN
and 5G-Core, and then introduce the 5G campus network
architecture in more detail.

A. Radio Access Network

The main goal of RANs is to provide a connection between
the UEs (e.g., mobile phones) and the 5G-core. The RAN
can be represented with one or multiple gNodeBs, a 3GPP-
compliant 5G-NR base station implementation. It is made up
of separate network functions that implement 3GPP-compliant
New Radio (NR) RAN protocols. As depicted in Figure 1,
a gNodeB can be divided into multiple sub-functions such
as Central Unit (CU), Distributed Unit (DU), and Radio
Unit (RU), following the O-RAN terminology [15]. Further
disaggregation models exist as well.

B. 5G-Core

The backbone part of every 5G network, and consists of a
huge set of different components. In the following, we provide
a short overview of the essential components 5G-core (see
Figure 1). The first essential 5G-Core component is the User
Plane Function (UPF). It works as a packet forwarder between
the RAN and the data network and terminates all data tunnels
for each UE device. For authenticating the different UEs,

an Authentication Management Function (AMF) is required.
To get authenticated, the UE sends an authentication request
which gets forwarded through the RAN to the AMF. The
AMF authenticates the UE by a defined handshake, and after
successful authentication, a session can be established between
the UE and data network through the RAN and core. For
this, the Session Management Function (SMF) is involved, and
responsible for managing all UEs data sessions in the UPF.

C. 5G Campus Network

5G campus networks can be realized in multiple topologies
and operating models [16]. We are focusing on the setup of
having completely separate, dedicated, and independent 5G
campus networks which provide 5G connectivity inside the
smart factory (see Figure 1).

Setting up, operating, and maintaining such systems should
all be factored into cost estimates. Because all of the equip-
ment must be purchased to begin with, the cost of setting
up the network is the greatest under this operator model.
Nevertheless, the operating expenses are typically constant,
they should be proportional to the amount of communication.
As a result, for operators with vast facilities, this operator
model might be more cost-effective. Furthermore, the in-house
operation model comes with a large set of advantages. For
example, it achieves high levels of network security, as the
complete network is managed inside the smart factory and it
is less exposed to outside dangers. Moreover, this operating
model is promising for long-term operability, more flexible and
adaptable than the other operating models, more configurable
for high availability, and best suits the highly time-sensitive
applications [16].

However, some specific issues are related to the inde-
pendent 5G campus networks. i.e., 5G networks operate at
very high frequencies, which makes them more vulnerable to
interference from physical obstacles such as walls or other
structures. This can be particularly challenging in a campus
network where there may be a large number of obstacles
that can interfere with the 5G signal. Moreover, managing
the campus network independently while maintaining high
dependability levels requires supplying the network with the
required hard/software for a long term. It is also essential to
guarantee that the network is operated and maintained by well-
trained staff. To reduce the setup, operational, and maintenance
overhead, campus networks can be deployed in combination
with public networks. 5G Alliance for Connected Industries
and Automation (5G-ACIA) proposed several deployment
scenarios that combine campus networks with public networks
and compared their potential properties.

To this end, there are two additional components that
can be considered in campus networks. The first component
is the Multiaccess Edge Computing (MEC) as an optional
component, which represents a platform that could run both
core components (e.g., UPF) as well as RAN components.
Depending on the operator model, MEC could be hosted and
run entirely locally in the factory or within a private data center
environment.
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The second fundamental component of the 5G campus
network is the management switch. The management switch
provides connectivity between different gNodeBs and the
network core. Moreover, it plays an essential role in de-
tecting the failure cases of different 5G components (e.g.,
UPF). If required in some circumstances, the management
switch forwards the packet between the different gNodeBs
and another UPF running on MEC. In order to make the right
forwarding decisions, it is essential for the management switch
to consider metrics like the delay and the failure probability
of the network.

D. Important Considerations for 5G Campus Networks

In the following, we assume that we have an in-house
campus network operator model. Thus, all pieces of the
architecture are managed locally. From Figure 1, each gNodeB
has limited capacity. This gNodeB can fail to serve the
connected UEs in high-load cases. However, these UEs can
be big production machines or robot arms in smart factories.
Thus, disconnecting them from the network could negatively
affect production. To this end, and to make the network
more robust, it is important to analyze the capacity of each
gNodeB and calculate the number of gNodeBs required to
install in each factory case. Moreover, some mission-critical
UEs should be connected with more than one gNodeB (e.g.,
one primary gNodeB and other redundant gNodeBs), therewith
the traffic gets forwarded to redundant gNodeB in case of
primary gNodeB failure.

The management switch needs to have the ability to detect
failures in different 5G components (e.g., UPF). After a
successful failure detection, the management switch performs
the intended fallback procedures. For example, in case of
detecting a failing UPF, the management switch forwards the
packet coming from and to gNodeBs accordingly to another
UPF located in the MEC. It is thus very important to analyze
the downtime for each component, which has to be considered
from the management switch before initializing the fallback
procedures.

To make the network more resilient, some 5G network
components (e.g., UPF) should have ready-to-run instances in
the MEC. This serves to handle the critical and high-priority
traffic in case of in-house 5G network components failure. It is
important to mention that it does take a short period (downtime
threshold) from the management switch to start forwarding the
traffic to the 5G component located in MEC instead of the
failing in-house 5G component.

IV. 5G CAMPUS NETWORKS DEPENDABILITY

5G network services can be split into three main categories
namely massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC),
enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB), and uRLLC [17]. Each
service category has different Quality of Service (QoS) re-
quirements which have to be met. Depending on the industrial
field, one or more of these network service types can be
utilized. Smart factories mostly employ all service types [5]
(Figure 2).

Industrial 
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Fig. 2. 5G main service types with selected use cases in smart factories [5]

Therefore, mechanisms like network slicing can be uti-
lized to boost the reliability of 5G campus networks [18].
Depending on the connectivity requirements of the different
devices, slices can be created and configured to precisely meet
those requirements (see Section V). For further increase in
the network reliability, sophisticated decision-making systems
can be used to provide load balancing, limit network slice
failure, and provide other slices in the event of slice failure or
overloading [19].

Mechanisms like network component redundancy can be
used to improve the reliability and availability of 5G campus
networks (see Section VI). For example, mission-critical UEs
(e.g., Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV)), can be connected
to multiple gNodeBs simultaneously (multi-connectivity), in-
creasing the network availability for that components. Fur-
thermore, redundant network components allow for scheduled
repair without affecting service and hence increase network
maintainability.

Moreover, to ensure a dependable 5G campus network,
the traffic of existing applications and future applications
should be estimated and modeled. The importance of traffic
modeling in evaluating and designing the needed dependable
communication network cannot be overstated (see Section
VII).

One essential aspect of ensuring the safety of campus
networks is by considering safety and security procedures
from the beginning throughout the entire campus networks’
life cycle [20].

In the end, to design and operate a dependable 5G campus
network, we think that it is helpful to follow some of the
well-known architecture principles and guidelines (like those
provided by GAIA-X [21]). This gives us an intuition about the
best network design and operational procedures which leads
to dependable 5G campus networks.
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V. TRAFFIC ISOLATION AND SLICING

The process of operating multiple logical networks in one
physical network is called slicing. With slicing, network
security can be enhanced by isolating the traffic of each
slice, narrowing the attack surface. This makes it hard for the
adversaries to dominate the network by preventing them from
attacking the whole network surface. In general, slicing en-
ables applying a dedicated QoS level for each slice, achieving
better resource utilization over the network [22].

Moreover, slicing is the key enabler to satisfy the wide set
of heterogeneous QoS requirements for different applications
which require all 5G service types (mMTC, eMBB, and
uRLLC). Although smart factories mostly employ all service
types [5], the most critical applications, however, are the
uRLLC applications. Applications from this category have
strict latency and reliability requirements to ensure low la-
tency and highly reliable communication. Slicing can facilitate
fulfilling these requirements by introducing one dedicated
uRLLC slice (or more), isolating the uRLLC applications’
traffic from other applications’ traffic.

The German federal ministry for economic affairs and
energy provided four operator models which consider different
slicing schemes for 5G campus networks [16].

As depicted in Figure 3, slicing in 5G networks is imple-
mented in three different layers. The access layer is typically
realized by the RAN, the transport layer, and the core layer.
Each of these layers can involve several subslices. The Net-
work Slice Manager (NSM) orchestrates the functionalities
between the various subslices [23].
So far, many research studies have applied network slicing in
industrial applications. To address complex problems, Jiang
et al. [24] proposed a framework for dynamically integrating
on-demand intelligence slices into 5G networks. Ginth et al.
[25] introduced a dedicated deterministic traffic slice to deal
with some network users’ scheduling challenges.

Wijethilaka et al. [22] showed different slicing types applied
in multiple industrial applications, like factory environment
slice, remote machines operation, and remote maintenance
slices. Both [22] and [26] highlighted the possibility of
combining slicing with blockchain technology to build trust
between the factories’ machines.

To immediately react to the devices’ failover cases, and to
ensure efficient energy consumption, Wu et al. [27] provided
multiple network slices for both critical missions and con-
ditional monitoring. Wu et al. [28] demonstrated a practical
slicing for a conditional monitoring scenario in the indus-
trial Internet of Things (IoT) networks. They highlighted
the efficiency gain when applying slicing compared with the
classical network without implementing slicing. The use of
programmable networking hardware provides new capabilities
for in-band monitoring and immediate reaction to events [29].

Some of the industrial applications are served by multiple
Network Service Providers (NSPs), which makes the end-to-
end slicing more complicated. Theodorou et al. [30] proposed
an approach for cross-domain slicing, introducing the QoS-

Orchestrator that coordinates the different Network Service
Provider (NSP) operations.

Considering both cyclic and switched industrial communica-
tion protocols, Kal et al. [31] presented efficient slicing meth-
ods. Moreover, they applied those methods on the network,
serving the purpose of personalized medicine manufacturing
use case, and conducted the end-to-end analysis.

In Table I, we summarized the related work that apply
slicing in multiple industrial applications.

Although enabling network slicing can lead to a wide set
of unavoidable benefits, it introduces, however, some design
challenges [32]. As an example of such challenges, and due to
the limitation in the available frequency radio spectrum, RAN
slicing can quickly face some physical limitations. Further-
more, information sharing between different slices could lead
to security issues.

So far, literature has been done on applying high-level
slicing specifications for industrial applications. However, ac-
cording to the authors’ knowledge, the recent research has not
handled the slicing of 5G campus networks in much detail.

VI. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE REDUNDANCY

Redundancy is a common mean to increase the dependabil-
ity of systems. In 5G campus networks, the network infrastruc-
ture is often physically contained within a defined geographic
area, such as a factory floor. This makes it easier to deploy
redundant software and hardware components. Establishing
redundant paths, usually, one active path and one passive
path (to redirect traffic), improves the system’s reliability
and availability in the presence of a failure in the active
path. Additionally, redundant network components offer the
possibility of planned maintenance without service disruption
and thus improve the network maintainability.

The 5G-core follows the paradigm of a Service Based
Architecture (SBA) and consists of interconnected Virtual Net-
work Functions (VNFs) [33]. Each VNF has its dedicated set
of tasks and communicates with other network functions over
defined interfaces. Depending on the individual requirements
of the respective campus network, several instances of one
specific network function may be either located on the same
physical machine or deployed on several hardware entities.
Redundancy allows traffic rerouting in the case of a failure of
a VNF, a failing hardware component, or an interruption of a
link between different entities. Gonzales et al. [34] presented
the practical implementation of redundant VNFs at the edge in
the context of uRLLC applications which ensures availability
if the central core functions fail.

Besides those general possibilities to replicate VNFs of
the 5G core, the 3GPP 5G specification in release 16 [35]
introduces different concepts to increase the reliability of
uRLLC applications by duplicating transmission paths in the
user plane. While two of those concepts rely on redundant
transmission between RAN and UPF, one concept is based
on hardware redundancy. All components of the user plane,
i.e., RAN and UPF, are replicated, and an UE establishes two
separate connections, one to each RAN (dual-connectivity).
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Reference Description Use case Dependability attribute(s)
[22] Survey on slicing for multiple industrial applications. Machines management, remote op-

eration and monitoring
Reliability, safety, integrity

[22], [26] Combining slicing with blockchain technology to build trust
between the factories’ machines.

Machine-to-machine trust Safety, integrity

[24] Framework for dynamically integrating on-demand intelli-
gence slices into 5G networks.

On-demand intelligence tasks Reliability, availability, safety

[25] Dedicated deterministic traffic slice to deal with some of the
network users’ scheduling challenges.

Network users’ scheduling Reliability, availability

[27] Multiple network slices for both critical missions and condi-
tional monitoring.

Conditional monitoring Safety

[28] A practical slicing for conditional monitoring scenario in
industrial IoT networks.

Conditional monitoring Reliability, availability, safety

[30] An approach for cross-domain slicing, introducing the QoS-
Orchestrator which coordinated the different NSP operations.

Enable multiple NSP Availability, maintainability

[31] Efficient slicing methods, considering both cyclic and
switched industrial communication protocols.

Personalized medicine manufactur-
ing

Reliability, integrity

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE RELATED WORKS, THAT APPLY SLICING IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Ganjalizadeh et al. [36] analyzed two adaptations of this dual-
connectivity concept w.r.t. correlations in failures. These corre-
lations are mainly caused due to similar environmental effects
on redundant radio links. Thus, the positioning of redundant
hardware can influence the reliability of the network. Sama et
al. [37] expand the scope of network redundancy to application
redundancy by connecting redundant UPFs with edge nodes
for application servers. The 5G specification [35] also presents
a dual-connectivity approach where the UE is simultaneously
connected to a 5G Access Network (AN) and another non-
3GPP AN. Choi and Kim [38] recommended improving the
reliability of networks in smart factories by using this dual-
connectivity approach with Wi-Fi as non-3GPP AN.

Although applying redundant network functions or paths
is an inherent principle of 5G networks, only a few authors
have been able to draw on systematic research into it. In
addition, to the author’s knowledge, additional requirements
and mechanisms for efficient protocols that handle migration
between Network Function Virtualization (NFV) replicas or
redundant links are not considered. Further evaluation of actual
implementations of the different redundancy mechanisms is

required to determine if those mechanisms are suitable means
for 5G campus networks.

VII. TRAFFIC MODELS

Smart factories vary in size, purposes, and communications
network demands. For analyzing the 5G campus network
dependability, it is pivotal to evaluate certain data sizes and
traffic characteristics for each smart factory use case. This
information about the data and the traffic is then used in
modeling the traffic, generating a so-called traffic model.
Traffic modeling is crucial to evaluate and design the required
communication network.

Compared to the general 5G networks, 5G campus networks
have a limited number of users and devices. This makes it eas-
ier to measure and monitor the traffic in 5G campus networks
because the traffic is more predictable and easier to manage.
In addition, 5G campus networks are typically designed for
specific use cases, such as smart manufacturing or healthcare
applications with specific traffic patterns and requirements.
This means the network can be optimized and customized for
the particular use case, which makes measuring and managing
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the traffic easier. Overall, the limited scope and specific use
cases of 5G campus networks make it easier to measure and
manage traffic compared to general 5G networks, which cover
larger areas and serve a broader range of applications and
users.

The 5G-ACIA divided the traffic of industrial applications
into two main types, deterministic and non-deterministic [6].
The deterministic traffic is generated when the applications
exchange messages in specific time slots with an expected
latency. According to 5G-ACIA, the main parameters used
in formulating this traffic type are the message size and the
transfer interval.

On the other hand, non-deterministic traffic does not de-
fine specific time slots for sending the application messages.
Moreover, the application messages of this traffic type can
extremely vary in their size. Parameters like average data
rate and peak data rate are considered to formulate the non-
deterministic traffic [6].

Depending on the use case, 5G campus networks can
combine both the aforementioned traffic types. The expected
traffic generated from all applications in the smart factory
has to be modeled separately and then combined to assess
the total data volume transferred over the communication
network. Based on [39], [40], more parameters like client
mobility, retransmission, and endpoint traffic density can also
be considered while modeling the network traffic.

Building upon [6], Soós et al. [39] proposed a methodology
for calculating industrial traffic in many use-cases. Their
methodology considers measuring the existing network traffic
and testing if the current network capabilities can handle new
use-case requirements.

In the end, it is important to bear in mind that for as-
sessing the required capabilities of the 5G campus network
more factors have to be considered. Beside the traffic model,
the campus network topology and the deployment scale are
considered to be essential calculating aspects.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Most of the key network needs for modern smart factories,
such as high availability, high reliability, ultra-low latency,
and a large number of linked components can be met by the
5G and beyond mobile networks. This magnifies the need to
investigate how dependable 5G networks are when used to
offer connection in data-rich contexts like smart factories.

In this research, we investigated the dependability of 5G
mobile networks in a number of industrial applications. With
an emphasis on smart factories, we provided an overview of
current smart factories and stressed the need to use 5G net-
works. Following that, we went through background informa-
tion on system dependability, 5G networks, and the 5G campus
network design. Finally, we presented and discussed some
research work concerned with enhancing the dependability
of 5G networks in different industrial applications, including
smart factories.
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